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Candidates Accelerate Electioneering
Candidates lot’ ASB executive and legislative positions are in the Gnat stages of electioneering for next
week’s elections.
A maze of campaign posters, handouts galore and
hand shaking candidates will greet students now until
after the polls close at 7:30 p.m. next Thursday.
Ken Lane, ASB election chairman, predicts 3-4,000
students will vote in the upcoming election. Last year
a total of 2,818 cast ballots.
Polling places will be located in front of the college bookstore, on Seventh Street, In front of the
cafeteria and on Seventh Street across from the
Education Building. Pulls will be open both days from
8:30 a.m until 7:30 p.m.
LAST YEAR’S ELECTION
In last year’s election the ASB President and three
executive officers, treasurer, attorney general and
executive secretary, were unopposed.
This year the entire executive slate has opposition.
Students vote for each executive office and must select
four class representatives. Graduate students cast bal-

lots for two representatives to Student Council.
A new rule set forth by the ASB Election Board
states, "that write-in candidates are duly elected only
when he receives at least the required number of votes
which equals the number of signatures required on the
petition to run for office.
QUALIFICATIONS
The present petition qualification for executive
officers is 100 signatures, and council representatives
must have 50 signatures.
Campaigning tur ASB Presidential votes are, according to their ballot positions, Gene Lokey (UNICOL),
John Hendricks (SPUR), Chuck Overs and John M.
Hansen.
Voters will select from Rich Corby (SPUR) or
Jerry Spotter In the Vice Presidential contest.
Two candidates, Kathy Schwent (UNICOL) and
Einar Wetlesen (SPUR), are running for the Executive Secretary post.
David Turner (UNICOL) and Rick Trout (SPUR)
are the only candidates running for ASB Treasurer.
Vying for ASB Attorney General are Wes Wat-

kins (SPUR), Bob Atmstrong (UNICOL I, out cliff
Heisterberg.
GRADUATE RACE
Three graduate students are in the race for two
graduate representative seats on Student C’ouncil. They
are Ray Kunde (SPUR), Patty Givens t UNICOL(, and
Richard Epstein.
Nine persons have filed petitions for senior representative and include Harold Kushins (UNI(’OL), Dick
Miner I SPUR), J. J. Fraser (SPUR), Larry Collins
(UNICOL), Jack Grady, Ann Latiderback (SPUR),
Margaret Leshin, Gil Lowry (SPUR) and Vincent Contreras I. UNICOL .
Campaigning tor four junior rept esentative positions are Bub Young, Jack Gruban (SPUR), Robert
Stahl, Bill Clark I SPUR), Gary Pahl (SPUR), Margaret Davis UNICOL) and John Bruckman (SPUR).
Half of the eight candidates for sophomore representative will be elected. Those running are Jim
Lambrinos (SPUR), Phil Goodman, Don Miller (SPUR),
UNICOL), Gary Kleernan (SPUR
Mahlon Reck
Dona Kennedy (UNIC01.) Victor Lee (UNICOL( and
Tina Newton (SPUR).
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CANDIDATES ADVERTISE
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ELECTION TIME sees the campus decked out in an array of
bright colored posters telling of the candidates for ASB office.
SJS elections will be held April 28 and 29. All registered students
may vote for their ASB representatives.
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Schlesinger

American Historian
To Speak Monday
Arthur Schlesinger Jr., historian
and former special assistant to
Presidents Kennedy and Johnson,
will speak on "The Future of the
Presidency" Monday.
The speech, sponsored by the
ASB Lecture Committee, will be
in the Men’s Gymnasium at 8 p.m.
and is open to the public.
Schlesinger "ranks among the
foremost in the new generation
of vigorous social thinkers," says

Forum Attacks
Challenge
Of Automation
A 10111 -menthet Open End I,,rum
panel will attack the many -faceted
challenge of "Cybernation and
Man" at 7:30 in E132 Friday night.
Panel members will concern
themselves specifically with social
implications and new developments
In the field of automation.
Open End, for this week only,
will be conducted by the campus
chapter of Tau Beta Pi, national
engineering honor society, and will
be set up with 15-minute presentations by the individual panel members, followed by a rebuttal period,
Intermission and an audience
"open" question -and-answer period.
Moderator for the program will
be Assistant Professor Michael
Schmidt of the Philosophy department.
Slated for the panel are Dr.
Edward J. Laurie, professor of
management; John Furrer, FMCsystems design engineer; Dr.
George Halverson, head of the department of industrial relations,
and Dr. Ralph Parkman, professor of materials science.
KSJS, the college FM radio station, will again carry Open End
"live," direct from the Engineering
Building auditorium, according to
Rich Hernandez, program director.

The New York Times. In 1946,
at the age of 28, he was the youngest historian ever to win the
Pulitzer Prize when he received
if for -The Age of Jackson."
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
The son of Arthur M. Schlesinger, also a historian, he was
graduated summa corn laude from
Harvard in 1938.
The following year his honors
essay was published under the
title "Orestes A. Brownson: A
Pilgrim’s Progress." It received
high praise from critics and was
a selection of the Catholic Book
Club.
During the war Schlesinger
served in the Office of War Information in Washington and in
the Office of Strategic Services
in London, Paris and Germany.
He was deputy chief of the OSS/
Paris Reports Board and a corporal in the Army.
ANALYSIS OF POLICY
In 1951 Schlesinger’s book, "The
General and the President," was
published. It is an analysis of
American foreign policy in terms
of the issues raised by President
Truman’s dismissal of General
MacArthur. "The Crisis of the
Old Order," "The Coming of the
New Deal," and "The Politics of
Upheaval," were Book of the
Month Club selections in 1957,
1959 and 1960.
Schlesinger left the White House
in March 1964 to write a book on
the Kennedy administration.

’Sink Bismarck’
Shown Friday
World War II Allied air and
sea forces combine to "Sink the
Bismarck" after the pride of the
German navy downed the Hood,
Britain’s best. This is the plot of
Friday Flicks’ upcoming feature at
7 and 9:30 in TH55.
The Cinemascope presentation
stars Kenneth More, Dana Wynter
and Carl Mohner.
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tive which will guarantee free
public higher education in California.
"The ’establishment’ purports to
support intramural sports, yet the
present student council refused to
allow the intramural director to
attend an intramural workshop
costing $300, where valuable information could have been acquired.
"UNICOL fully supports the intramural program and will bolster
the activities with a larger financial backing.
"SPUR supposedly supports a
lower ad-news ratio in the Spar-

ND.

Alleged UNICOL Violation
Quashed by Election Board

Photo by Steve Starr
SPARDI arrived during Easter vacation. The seven -foot statue
now adorns the Art Quad, having come to SJS at a cost of
more than $2,000. Student Council authorized Spardi last spring
and Daryle Webb, SJS graduate, sculpted the statue.

"The legs of the Spardi statue
look like those of an emaciated
chicken," Jack Perkins, junior
representative to Student Council,
commented a little over a year ago
when the ASB government allocated over $2,000 to construct the
seven-foot art piece.
Now the controversial statue is
standing on its four-foot base in
the Art Quad.
Bob Pisano, ASB president,
while inspecting Spardi, said, "I
think the statue adds something
to the campus. Subjectively, I
like it."
During Easter vacation, a pro-

Charges that UNICOL (United
Collegians) had violated the ASB
election code were found not justified by the ASB Election Board
in a lengthy meeting yesterday
afternoon.
The Board met in the College
Union to hear allegations that
UNICOL had violated the election
code by not submitting a registration petition with the Student
Activities Office seeking campus
recognition.
Bob Pisano, ASB president, asked
the Election Board to investigate
the alleged violation of the election
code following a conversation with
a UNICOL spokesman.
According to Ken Lane, Election
Board chairman, UNICOL turned
in registration forms on the April
8 deadline but failed to turn in
a duplicate form with the Activities Office,

CAMPUS RECOGNITION
The entire matter was resolved
when the Board voted to rule the
charges not justifiable and therefore allow UNICOL campus recognition, assuring a two party
election Wednesday and Thursday.
"It is the decision of the Election
Board that the charges of the
fessional moving firm, Red Line election code violation are found
Carriers, transported the cast not justifiable because of the amaluminum statue from the foundry biguity of section IV, B, 1."
to its resting place at SJS.
This section is found in LegisThe sculptor, Daryle Webb, SJS
graduate, supervised the moving
process. "I’m relieved it’s done,"
Webb declared.
Pisano added that he had asked
the Art Planning Committee to
continue submitting proposals, like
the Spardi statue, to generally upgrade the aesthetic value of the
campus.
With the completion of the
Dances and other activities
statue, the 18-inch model used by
will be featured during NaWebb in constructing the statue
tional Residence Hall Week
will be presented to Dr. John T
beginning Friday and InterWahlquist, former president of the
national Week beginning Suncollege.
day.
The model was given to Dr
An Inter Dorm Council
Wahlquist upon his retirement
dance at Washburn Hall Frifrom administrative duties.
day from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m, will
Plans for a dedication of the
kick off National Residence
statue are being made by member,
Hall Week. Miss Residence
Hall of 1965 will be crowned
of the Art Planning Committee
itself
Even though the statue
at the dance.
A playday and an all -school
Is completed, one minor touch must
project
be added before the entire
dance, "Sparta Swings," will
completed.
be featured Saturday. The
is
playday will be held on the
A plaque containing the name
field between the dorms from
of the statue, name of the sculp10:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. Intertor and date of council’s original
allocation will be imbedded in the
dorm athletic competition will
statue’s base.
take place at the Mayday.
The dance Saturday will
be held in the Women’s Gymnasium from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.
Music will be supplied by the
Sweaters, purses, umbrellas and
Trolls, a campus group. Adslide rules may be purchased at
mission is free and ASB cards
prices front a penny upward when
are required. Markham Hall
members of Spartan Spears sell
will sponsor a car ralley Frilost and found articles unclaimed
day, April to.
this year, in front of the Book-

Spardi Moves to Campus;
/Gets Set for Criticisms

UNICOL Releases Stand
On Campaign Objectives
United Collegians (UNICOL)
has released the following statement to the Spartan Daily through
Larry Collins, campaign co-chairman and candidate for senior representative.
The statement is UNICOL’s answer to SPUR’s platform, which
was published April 7.
"UNICOL wishes to clarify the
ambiguities created by the ’establishment’ (SPUR) on April 7.
Promises to oppose a tuition fee
through ’faculty -student cooperation’ is quite vague. UNICOL fully
supports the constitutional Willa-
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lathe Act 24 which states, "Registration of political parties must
be submitted to the Election
Board and the Activities Office
by 4 p.m. on the day specified as
the deadline for candidate petitions."
ONE PETITION
Representatives of UNICOL
stated that they thought one

Co-Rec Sponsors
’Blue Card Bash’
Tonight in Gym
A sure cure for blue card blues
is Co-Rec’s "Blue Card Bash" tonight from 7:30 to 9:45 in the
PER Building and Women’s Gym.
Featured activities include
volleyball, badminton, basketball,
table tennis. ping-pong, swimming
and dancing.
A special event will feature a
gymnastic exhibition by Malcolm
McPhee, Jim Cyr, and Jeff Milman. There will also be a Bean-o
contest with a prize going to the
winner.
Music for dancing will be provided by the "Chevelles," a rock
and roll band from San Jose.
Admission is free, but limited to
ASB card holders only.

International, Dorm
Weeks To Begin

tan Daily. Yet, it was SPUR’s administration that consistently refused to increase the Daily’s budget which made increased advertising necessary.
"Finally UNICOL notices that
no mention is made to aid the
commuter problem, holding the
cultural festival (promised for this
semester), or holding the promised college union survey.
"In short, UNICOL thinks that
repeated nebulous promises are
not enough. Only practical, needed
reforms can aid the present situation, an area where the status quo
has no interest."
store all day today and tomorrow.

Lost and Found

Tickets go on sale tomorrow in front of the cafeteria
at $3 per couple for the April
30 International Ball, "Spring
International," which will climax a week designed to
acquaint American students
with students from foreign
lands.
The week will be highlighted by two concerts by
the SJS symphony orchestra,
a charity talent show, lecture
by an African speaker and a
bazaar featuring food, displays and entertainment from
many lands.
Candidates for the title of
International Queen will participate in the activities of
the week. Naming of the
queen will take place at the
ball, which will also feature
entertainment by international students.
Profits will be used at the
International Student Center,
285 S. Market St., a meeting
place for these students.

registration petition was sufficient.
,Problems have riddled the two
party system at SJS for many
years.
Last year, FOCUS, formed at
the last moment to run against
SPUR.
In campaigning for freshman
class officers and council representatives in October of 1962,
SPUR cornmited a violation of the
election code.
The regulation which SPUR
violated states that political parties will be allowed 40 inches of
paid political advertisements in
the Spartan Daily (names of the
candidates may not be included).
AD PURCHASED
On Oct. 4, 1962, SPUR purchased an ad that contained both
names and pictures of the party
candidates for the offices.
As a result the ASB Judiciary
stated, "The campus political organization SPUR may not endorse,
sponsor or interview any person
for any elective or appointive ASB
position until the fall ’63 election."
In April of 1963, several independent candidates charged that
a new political party. KEY, was
actually SPUR in disguise. The
charge was checked and KEY disbanded.

Business Division
Banquet Tonight
Honors Students
’rhe seventh annual Business
Division’s Achievement Banquet
will be held tonight at 7 at the
Santa Clara County Fairgrounds
Pavilion,
Ransom M. Cook, chairman of
the board, chief executive officer
and director of the Wells Fargo
Bank of San Francisco, will be
the principal speaker at the dinner.
Cook will address about 1,000
area businessmen and students on
"Implications of Current Issues to
Business Opportunities."
The annual Achievement Banquet is the setting for the Alpha
Al Strut award of top scholastic
honors in the seven departments
of the Business Division.
Each year, two seniors, who
have displayed outstanding
achievement in scholarship and
leadership on campus, are chosen
for the award.
The two finalists were chosen
April 5 by a panel of loyal businessmen and were chosen from
;tmong six semifinalists; Barbara
Jane Holden and Michael D. West.
both from San Jose; Patricia E.
McCracken of Santa Cruz; Linda
C. Sparks of Ventura; Roger P.
Kokores of Fremont; and James
P. McPeak of Oakland,
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Supreme Court Tries To Figure Out
How To Ban Obscene Literature
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LOTTE G. MOULTON
WASHINGTON (UPI) --The
Supreme Court is continually
plagued by the problem of how
to ban obscene books without
treading on the free speech
guarantees of the Constitution.
Cases on the subject come up
every term. On April 5 two
from Philadelphia and
more
were accepted for
New York
argument next fall.
The court tried to settle the
matter in 1957 in a ruling which
makes it a crime under federal
law to mail obscene material.
In a landmark case Roth vs.
United States it ruled that ohsecnity is "utterly without )(deeming social importune(
and therefore beyond the protection of the First Amendment,
which guarantees free speech.
In the same opinion it established a new obscenity test:
"whether to the average person
applying contemporary community standards, the dominant
theme of the material taken as
a whole appeal to prurient interest."
itt
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There’s little doubt that SJS is the "cool" college and delinitely
"in" among all those in California. Lest there be any doubt about
this brazen obsemation, just ponder about those students who annually give up the surf, sun, and fun of Southern California to attend SJS. There are 2.745 (including myself I who live "down South,"
yet decided to forsake a dozen major Southern California institutions in fte.or of SJS. If that doesn’t rate us as "in," then little
else does.
soUTHERN FADS MOVE NORTH
While we Southlanders study by the Bay, few resist the opportunity to return to old haunts during holiday periods. And thus
most of the Southland’s latest fads eventually find their ways to
SJS.
Many once joked that the latest dance crazes would arrive at
$JS with remarkable regularity after each holiday, although this
is not necessarily true today with North Beach and the Tiger a Go
Go spawning just as many dances as the Sunset Strip.
The latest debauchery in the Land of a Thousand Astonishments %shah popelarized surfing, hair bleaching, the Beach Boys.
and skatelsimiling (relatively new) is a torrid item called "hairstyling."
SURFER LOOK N (IONE
Hairstyling is so hot in the Los Angeles area that special
"salons" are being commissioned as fast as barbers can retool their
shops. The :airier look is an out -out and the sophisticated Hollywood razor-cut look is definitely an in-in and the ranking status
symbol.
To have jour hair styled involves an initial outlay of about $8.
Your hair then goes through a time-consuming and mysterious
to me, since I don’t know the actual process) fashioning climaxed
by a lustrous gloss of hair spray.
The final result looks very sleek and non-greasy. It also looks
in many instances, like a male version of the popular female ratted
"bouffant" hair-do that created a slight sensation two years ago.
The high -ehool guys are agog over the new look. My two
brothers,
in high school, could hardly stand the wait in line
to have theirs "(lone." The gals apparently swoon over the results.
and don’t seem to mind the hair spray aspector so they say.
SHOW HOST GETS 00IF
One of the popular rock -and -writhe TV hosters (Sam Riddell)
spent one of his hone shows last week submitting to the razor
treatment horn beginning to end. He invited one of his dancerguests, a surfer, to join him. The guy agreed and bounced out
looking like Troy Donohue or Rick Nelson.
So, you see, the simple peasant’s $2.50 haircut is pitifully out
in Laguna, Cucamonga. and Bellflower. To have your hair styled
each week is super-in -the hottest item since White Levis hit the
market,
Will the in -crowd from Down South import to SJS this great
new boon to hair spray just as they once did the surfer, hair-inthe-eye-look? I hope not. Please, guys, I can’t afford $8 a week
plus the going price for spray. And sleeping in those hair-nets, gang,
is absolutely out -to-lunch.
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Thrust and Parry
Writer Questions
’Mob Action’ in South
Editor:
To paraphrase Al Mason’s
interesting April 7 article and
his comment about one not having to be a racist to see that
there is injustice on both sides
of the race dispute in Selma,
this writer is not a racist but
that admission does not carry
any weight if one questions the
"peaceful non-violence" of the

assortment of banjo-carrying
bearded mercenaries and the
conglomerate of protagonists for
meritorious causes in the garb
of cleric in the Deep South. In
these days of social unrest, one
dare not question the New Conformity; otherwise, he might be
singled out as a racist.
Interesting asides coming out
of the Selma situation are reported in the April 12 issue of
U.S. News and World Report:
Republican Rep. William Dickin-
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Free Park’nq at Kirby: of
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12 months
to pay.
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son of Alabama said, "There
not just a few
were many
instances of sexual intercourse
in public between Negro and
White . . ." "Negro and White
freedom marchers invaded a
Negro church in Montgomery
and engaged in an all-night
session of debauchery within the
Church itself." King’s reply
stated: ". . . that some unfortunate incidents occurred, but
denied that morals were loose."
King and others are concerned
about the immorality of prejudice and social injustice but they
wink at immorality within the
ranks of their supposed holy
crusade.
The question that seems critical at this point is will the race
problem which a few are attempting to scape-goat Alabama
as the "Public enemy racist
No. 1" be settled by mob-action,
defiance of law and order or
through reason and justice? Is
the NAACP seeking the advancement of the Negro when it
seeks social justice by means
of mob-rule and boycott?
Don Pugh
ASB A 21622

Professor Suggests
New Parking Fee
Editor:
One-point-eight now is chiseling faculty salaries. This should
make the semester parking fee
$12.77.
Just equity, of course . . .
Writ of mandamus, anyone?
Pearce Davies
journalism faculty

SNCC Seeks Aid
Deadline for registration for
SNCC (Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee) volunteers who plan to help with the
SNCC projects in the South is
today accordin g to a SNCC
Asikesman Louis King.
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Mechanics trained in Europe
for perfection in San Jose

CARAGE EUROPA
Porsche

Mercedes

Repair of Volkswagen

850 Lincoln Ave
San Jose 25, Calif
292 5675

MASTER MECHANICS
Trained in Germany
Werner Zollenkopf
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is still here.
And during the time you’ve been away
we’ve worked hard to pr esent NEW
speakers, DIFFERENT programs, FRESH
ideas, and still a GREATER emphasis on
the claims of Christianity.

EVERY SUNDAY
Seminar 9:45 a.m.

Forum 5:45 p.m.

3rd and Ean Antonio
College Dept. First Baptist Church

RIcaROo’s

ENTERTAINMENT!
Wednesday, Friday,
and Sunday

IP

Folk Music
Thursday Dixieland

A
11

Saturday Progressive

9 terze:ct.’

DINNERS

Jazz

TALENT WANTED for
Sunday Showcase
218 Willow St.

Call: 294-4009
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Master
JEWELERS
72 S. First St.

San Jose
Phone 297-0920

E-P_

Wabtgate Shopping Center
1600 Saratoga Ave.
Phone 379-3051

The New look in design at
Santa Clara County’s most
fashionable jewelry stores

NO 5;

A MODERN CLASSIC SCULPTURED IN IS KARAT GOLD.

AND

BUDGET TERMS TOO.

40 PIECE ORCHESTRA
Hear MANCINI and full orchestra play
"Peter Gunn", "Mr. Lucky", "Moon River"
"Baby Elephant Walk"

You are cordially invited to visit our
Bridal Registry and see our 22 new patterns in Chinaware, featuring * Syracuse
Fine China * Crystal Sternuare by
Holmegaard * Soda irons Sll
TERMS GLADLY

\1 . Y 1. at 8:00 p.m.
Ho,.
\wit; 1’11EATER
STA ()111) 1 \IEitsrrY
available at Tresidlier Union Box Office, Stanford
and San Jose Box Office. Prices: $2 $3 - $4.
\l1

GRODINS
_

VALLEY FAIR SHOP MON. THRU FRI. ’TIL 930 P.M.
SAN ANTONIO CENTER . SHOP MON.. WED , THURS., FRI. 1.11. 9.30 PM.

\lad Orders Ar1.1.111111.
To Benefit the Stanford Emus Itseettl Home.

Master
JEWELERS
72 S. First St.
San Jose
Phone 2’17 0970

Westgate Shopping Center
1600 Saratoga Ave.

Phone 379-3051
111i1111111P111111111111
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Future Teachers
May Now Enroll
In Art Courses

Spring Concert To Spotlight
Campus Symphony Musicians
SJS Symphony Orchestra, directed by Dr. Gibson Walters,
professor of music, will present
- annual spring concert April
and 28 at 8:15 p.m. in Concert Hall.
Two music majors will be featured as soloists. Violinist Camilla She’den will perform The
Lark Ascending," a Romance for
Violin and Orchestra by Vaughan
Williams. Pianist Joan Bridges
will play the Concerto No. 1 in
B flat minor for Piano and Orchestra by Tschaikowsky.
Miss She’den, a senior music
major, has been a pupil of Miss
Frances Robinson, SJS professor of music, for eight years. She
has served as concertmistress of

the College Symphony and was
named "outstanding student" in
the music department last year.
Among the scholarships and
awards she has received are
those from the California Scholarship Federation, Bank of
America, Mu Phi Epsilon, Berkshire Music Festival and Idyllwild Arts Foundation. Honored
as one of the Fifty Outstanding
Women on Campus, she has also
been the representative in San
Jose’s sister city of Okayama,
Japan.
Miss Bridges, also a senior
music major, plays the harpsichord and violin in the College
Symphony. She has received
scholarships from the Music

Teachers Association, Mu Phi
Epsilon and the National Guild
of Piano Teachers.
Winner of the Bank of America Award in fine arts, she has
appeared in numerous recitals
in this area.

Pre-regIstration for fall art
education courses will be held
today through April 30 in AI21
and A119. These courses are al,
propriate for majors and min.’
with an elementary teachirh.
credential objective.

Glee Clubs To Sing
Brent Heisinger, assistant professor of music, will direct the
joint Concert by the Men’s and
Women’s Glee Clubs scheduled

Poulenc, two mountain ballads
and the "Dancing Song."
The combined Men’s and Women’s Glee (lobe will do Randall
Thompson’s "Frostians" with
words by Robert Frost.
Accompanists will be Dae

ALMA and ALMADEN

294-2041

"HUSH, HUSH, SWEET
CHARLOTTE"
"NONE BUT THE BRAVE"

STUDIO

-

Grace Ball

BRENT HEISINGER
... director

SECRETARIAL COLLEGE

396 SOUTH FIRST
292-677?
Charleton Heston
"MAJOR DUNDEE"
"CINDERFELLA"
Student Rate

Baird and Elizabeth Mlehe, SJS
music majors.
The Men’s Glee Club, Dow
Baird acrompanYing. wilt Perform selections from KodislY.
Bartholernew, Lvovsky, HunterParker-Shaw and Persichetti.

*-1
11 &
1
I
i869 ALUM ROCK AVE
258 8144
NORTH SCREEN
Direct from Playboy MOVIIIIIP

"FANNY HILL"
"FIRST TASTE OF LOVE"
SOUTH SCREEN

"BEACH BLANKET BINGO"
"CRACK IN THE WORLD"

for tomorrow at 8:15 p.m. in
Concert Hall.
The Women’s Glee Club,
accompanied by Elizabeth Miehe,
will open the evening with
"Petite Voix" by Francis

San Franc,co by the Golden Gate

FOUR SPECIALIZED SECRETARIAL COURSES
Executive Secretarial Course for College Women
Intensive Secretarial Course
Legal Secretarial Course
Electronics Technical Secretarial Course

SUCCESSFUL
SECRETARIES
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Open Tonite ’til 9

NATIONAL PLACEMENT SERVICE

Veekt B

ENROLLMENT DATES: JULY 6 SEPTEMBER 20
Send for College Catalog: 525 Sutter Street, corner Powell
Sao Francisco, California 94102

STORE(

OUTSTANDING VALUES TO FIT YOUR
BOOK BUYING BUDGET

GIRLS!

PERIOD FURNITURE: Design 8x Con. SAN FRANCISCO BAYPictorial marl.
struction
over 300 illus, and de. time history; profusely illus. ($6) New
$2.98
new ed. $2.98 edition
,igns. ($6)
.
125
ARMS & ARMOR In Colonial America SONGS OF THE CIVIL WAR
1526-1783. Over 300 illus. ($12.501 songs with words & music. Illus.
New edition
$3.95 ($7.50)
New edition $3.95
FILMS OF GRETA GARBO Over 150
200 YRS. AMERICAN BLOWN GLASS.
photos: all 27 films of her career! 375 pieces illus.; 50 in color 4151
$6.95
New edition UM New complete edition
.$5.95)
the
343
ATLANTIS The classic work on
THE AMERICAN CRAFTSMAN
photos of antiques, documents, prints, Lost Continent, plus new discoveries
$1.98
etc. ($6.95)
New edition $3.69 ($4.50) New edition
of
PRESIDENT
Lite
COOKING AMERICANA huge volume. A Day In the
dynamic ac.
over 800 choice recipes. ($4.95) New KENNEDY a warm &
$1.911
edition
....... $1.913 count ($3.95) .
.
FIction, Travel, En.
Looks at Bargain
CHOICE.

HUNDREDS MORE TO SELECT FROM
Children’s Books, Religion, Musk, Art, etc. Get these new
Now at San Jose Book Shop. COME EARLY FOR A GOOD
IF YOU WANT A BOOK, ANY BOOK
,r1 a we you immediate information as to price,
. have it, we can get it for you promptly.

ask Us about 11
exact title and ,
Open ’til
9 00 p nra
Thursday

Best Seller

ISEStOK SHOP

119

E.

San Fernando between 3rd &

Reprints
for Less
295-5513

4th St.

-Summer -S; wciats
SPRAY AND SPLASH
COLOGNES

Look and
Feel Like
CAMILLA SHELDEN, violinist, will be featured as soloist in the
SJS Orchestra’s annual spring. concert. Miss Shelden, a senior
music major, will perform "The Lark Ascending," a romance
for violin and orchestra by Vaughan Williams.

&-pinotra,140
518 So. 10th St. at William

Phone 292-5502

This Spring

The semi-annual SJS Blood
Drive will be held next Thursday at the Catholic Women’s
Center, Fifth and San Fernando
Streets, from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.,
according to Al Massoni, ASB
Community Service Board chairman.
Requirements for those wishing to donate blood are simple.
A clearance slip from the
parents is needed by minors.
Booths will be set up in front
of Spartan Bookstore and in

Come in to-

Paul
s Greeting Cards
Shop
Studio Cards
Cards or All Occasions’
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(Paid Religious Message)

Wedding Invitations
34 Fountain Street

Don’t Be a Conformist

2’?? ;505
..e.oree

Why conform to a decadent, dying world? Isn’t life more than
tract homes and a color TV set? Shouldn’t success be more than
two cars in the garage and summer home in the mountains? Isn’t
there more to life than keeping up with the Joneses and going along
with the crowd?
God, too, is against drabness and staleness and conformity
that sterile sameness which reduces men ,to robots. and life to mere
drudgery. Nor is the alternative to conformity revolution.
It comes as a surprise to many to learn that Jesus Christ is
against rules and regulations, ritual and ceremony, conformity and
emptiness. He is the One who said, "I am corn, that they might
have life and that more abundantly" (John 10:10).
It is pardox, but nevertheless a fact, that person becomes
free only when he yields the throne of his life to the Lordship of Jesus
Christ. Although designed to be king over the kingdom of our own
life, each of us is e servant of sin, and unseen powers of evil, uni,1 we
individually ask Jesus Christ to set us free. "If the Son shall make you
free you will be free indeed"John 8:36).
Entrusting one’s life fo the Mastery of Christ releases man to
be all that his Creator has intended him to be. All that has been
built into us can only be released and unlocked and unfolded as we
seek the power of the Lord Jesus Christ, for He is the Key to Life.
Don’t be a conformist! Let God transform your life. .......roe
Jesus Christ your bodies, as a living sacrifice, consecrated to Him
you
and acceptable to Him. Don’t let the world around you sq
into its own mold, but let God remold your minds from within, so
that you may prove in practice that the plan of God for you is good,
meets all His demands and moves toward the goal of true maturity"
(Romans 12:1, 2 Phillips).

Seventh Street for any information needed about the Blood
Drive.
A poster contest for the drive
was initiated early this month
and ends Friday. Posters may
be left in ADM242.
Entries may be done in any
medium except charcoal and
should be 12 inches by 18 inches.
They may be serious or cartoon.
The entrant’s name, address,
and telephone number should
appear on the back of the poster.
Poster judging will take place
Friday and notification of winners will be Monday.
First prize in the contest is
$10 and entry of the poster in
the national competition. A
second prize of $5 is also given.
Permanent trophies will go
to the fraternity, sorority, club
or dormitory with the highest
percentage of donating members
In the drive.
An account will be set up with
the San Jose Blood Credit Club
from which donors, or members
of their immediate family, may
draw blood when needed.
The Blood Drive is sponsored
by the ASB Community Service
Board, the AFROTC and Sigma
Kappa sorority.
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day and let us
start you on a
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figure program that will
bring a smile to your face

for those Bathing Suit Days
ahead.
Swing into spring with a
trim youthful figure

SAN JOSE
HEALTH CLUB
413 E. Santa Clara
Call 295-9910

HIGHLIGHTS FROM
MAY PAGEANT

Parks anywhere

Hey podner! Is your
little old car getting a little rough to
handle?

First Report on
NEW DENTAL MIRACLE THAT WILL
END CAVITIES FOREVER
WHY AMERICAN MEN FEAR WOMEN
THE TRUTH ABOUT INTERRACIAL
MARRIAGE

OUR WILD, "LIVE IT UP"
TEENAGERS

If your rides are getting bumpy, and your car is
bucking on you, you might as well get yourself down
to Silva’s for a tune-up, maybe a little gas, too. Don’t
worry, you can afford it, prices are economical and
we accept all major credit cards.

78 S. 4th St,

SILVA SERVICE

PAGEANT reflects the world about us.
Each month it brings you informative
articles, adult features, newsworthy
reports, sparkling hunter. The May
issue contains more than 30 stimulating featuressome provocative,
some controversial all timely and
rewarding. Get your May issue of
PAGEANT today!

space to be perA Honda needs a mere 3’x6’
an automobile on
fectly content. And that puts
aspot,about a mile away from
its destination.
There are other sides to Honda, too. Hondas are fiendishly frugal. A gallon of gas will carry you up to 200 mpg,
depending on which of the 15 Honda models you’re
driving. And insurance Wills shrink to practically nothing.
As for upkeep, a Honda needs little.
The shining example above is the remarkable Honda
50. It sells for about $215*. And there are 14 more models
to choose from. Look them over.
See the Honda representative on your campus or writs:
American Honda Motor Co., Inc., Department C2,100
West Alondra Boulevard,
Gardena, California 90247.

HONDA
.,.rld’4 biggest seller!

PAGEANT
295-8966

Contemporary Christians on Campus
Box 11791, Palo Alto

Wornan

Donor, Poster Contests Highlight
SJS Blood Drive Next Thursday

A’s’
Several Well Known Brands

a New

AMERICA’S LIVELIEST
THOUGHT-PROVOKING
MAGAZINE

NOW ON SALE!

Late for Class? We Will Park It for You
*plus

dealer’s set-up and transportation

Wednesday, Aprfl 21, 1965

6-11PAETAN DAILY

Former SJS Student Photographer
To Show Travel Pictures at Montalvo
Professional photographer Al
Lowry, former SJS student, is
exhibiting his works at Villa
MonteIvo cultural center in Saratoga during the month of May.
Lowry has been a professional

SAN

photographer for seven years
since obtaining training at SJS,
San Jose City College and San
Francisco Art Institute. His
prints will show pictures made
in Hong Kong, Manila, Europe.
New Mexico and California.

ii5YE

FOREIGN CAR SERVICE
’OA

Expert repairing for
All Makes and tr
Models
Brakes
Tune-ups
General Repairs
Carbs
Transmissions
STUDENTS 10. OFF WITH A.S.B. CARD!

Capital Theater
Adds SJS Grad
To O’Neill Drama

Explosion, Fire Effects on Stage

’Firebugs’ To Open Friday
"The Firebugs," comedy-satire
by Swiss playwright Max Frisch,
will open in the College Theater
Friday at 8:15 p.m.
The drama department production will be repeated Saturday
and April 28 through May 1
under the direction of Dr. Paul
W. Davee, associate professor
of drama.
J. Wendell Johnson, professor
of drama, designed the simultaneous setting of the living
room and attic of the Biedermann house against a factory
background with gas tank,
which eventually explodes.
The stage explosion and fire
effects were designed by Kenneth R. Dorst, assistant profes-

sor of drama. Costumes were
designed by Kevin Seligman.
John Beauchamp, junior music
major, has written special music
and created electronic sound effects to enhance the play’s "anything can happen" spirit.
June Eby, new dance instructor in the department of physical
education for women, is choreographing the movement of the
chorus. The dances are patterned after the movement of
the ancient Greek theater.
"The Firebugs" will feature a
cast of 18. Heading the cast will
be Stanley A. Anderson as
Biedermann, Eddy Emanuel as
Schmitz and Tracy Thornell as
Eisenring.

Mart l. n Henry, 1963 SJS
graduate, will perform with the
Catholic University Theater of
Washington, D.C., in the campus
production of Eugene O’Neill’s
"Ah Wilderness!"
The production will open April
30 in the Campus Theater with
Miss Henry playing the role of
Lily Miller.
The second year graduate student received her B.A. in speech
and drama from SJS in 1963,
where she was active in drama.
Miss Henry was president of the
San Jose State Players from
1962-1963.
After a two-week run in the
Campus Theater, the production
will tour Israel for two weeks.
It will then perform in Athens,
Rome, Munich, Lausanne and
Switzerland
The five and a half week’
tour will end in England with
performances at the Royal Academy of Dramatic Art and Oxford University. The tour is
under the auspices of the State
Department.
Miss Henry has played some
20 roles and has many outstanding credits to her name.

Engines

All Foreign and Sport Cars
lEi)

_

180 S. Market St. =
issosktniuss
Across From Park
286-1100

rol

ciorwo

&citify Care
Low, low prices
All work done by qualified
students under supervision
SULLIVAN BEAUTY COLLEGE
295-9516

374 South First Street

Angelo’s
Paid Advertisement by Roger Hoffman, ASB A10183

SPECIAL of the Day

THE STORY BEHIND
THE SPARDI STATUE
THE FALLACY OF THE EXPERTS
The Spirit of Sparta statue (Spardi
Chicken) provoked a strong disagreement when the money was allocated
for it in Spring of 1964. The experts,
the art professors, liked it, but most
of the students did not. Now that the
statue is finished, it seems to be time
to try to clarify this disagreement
which now appears to be an example
of a much more important and general problem.
Apparently some of the attitudes of
the liberal arts experts are so set in
tradition as to be nearly impossible to
change. ("Liberal arts" is used here to
mean classical philosophy, "quality"
fiction, poetry. "serious" music, sculpture, and painting, as taught in
schools.) As a result, clear across the
country, the experts in such specialties seem to be trapped by their outmoded theories and attitudes.
Then the experts’ frustrations cause
the new works of art to decline in
quality. This decline causes the public
to lose confidence in the experts,
which further frustrates the experts.
This vicious circle will continue until
the experts overhaul their theories.
The key theory that needs to be
changed is what might be called mystical anti -meow’ cialism.
MYSTICAL
ANTI -COMMERCIALISM
Commercialistic creative artists
usually give people what most of
realistic standard form,
them want
idealism, and beauty. But most liberal
experts
seem
to think that the
arts
people should get "meaningful communication" instead. Thus the art
profs wanted the Spardi statue to be
something entirely different from
what most of the students wanted.
What the poet, "serious" musician,
sculptor, or painter calls "meaningful
communication" often appears to be
a sort of mystical fantasy. He imagines that the work of art expresses
some very strong emotions and other
ideas that it doesn’t really express.
This seems to be a childish and unhealthy kind of imagination to have:
it causes people to lose faith in the
real values of life, and creates desires that are impossible to satisfy.
This mystical imagination also causes
the experts to say that some art
works are much more valuable than
they really are. Furthermore, the experts often try to prevent people from
analyzing and understanding their art
works. Picasso himself recently implied that he did this. Thus many experts are unwilling to reject any "experimental" works of art. They say
they are afraid that they might have
to change their minds later. And yet,
these same experts insist that nothing
hut very extensive training qualifies
anybody to pass judgements on works
of art. Thus the expert alienates himself from reality, and causes many
people to lose confidence in him.
Furthermore, many of the people
who believe in these mystical theories
go out and spread them by high-pressure salesmanship. They insist that
anybody who does not go along with
them is hypocritical, closed-minded,
unintellectual, uncreative, behind the
times, and culturally inferior. This is
inexcusable snobbishness.
Nevertheless. all of this mysticism
would still be tolerable, except that it
affects people’s grades in school. Recently these grades have become
much more important in people’s careers. And recently grading has besome so seevre as to discourage interest in meaningful learning, discourage
co-operation among students to learn
t he material, encourage cheating,
make such stress that it becomes
hard to think clearly, and make life
generally miserable, even for some of
the best students. This does not make
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for good teaching. Here is the true
cause of the student unrest at Berkeley.
Certainly there is considerable
value in weeding out incompetent students. But there seems to be a law
of diminishing returns to rising academic standards, because the criteria
for grading become less and less fair.
Almost all colleges, except the religious sectarian ones, seem to be
"throwing out the baby with the bath
water." And Honors courses only
seem to intensify this.
This does all sorts of harm. Gustave Le Bon’s classic of sociology, The
Crowd (translated by Merton in
19601, which appeared in 1895. expressed this very well in Book 2,
Chapter 1, Section 5. And the situation is much worse now than it was
in his time. Thus, this mysticism can
do real damage.
THE IMPACT OF CHANGE
IN TECHNOLOGY
The original cause of all this trouble is a by-product of the great benefits from changes caused by science
and commercialism. Ever since 1840,
science and technology have been
bringing forth a series of inventions
that reduced the career opportunities
for professionals in art and literature.
These inventions were spread by commercialism, for monetary profit.
The rise of photography reduced
the need for painters and sculptors.
The rise of television, motion pictures,
and rapid transportation and communication, reduced the need for
writers of "serious" literature, especially Poetry,
Only a few of the professionals involved benefited from these changes.
Therefore, the others came to resent
both science and commercialism. Science and commercialism are also causing automation, which is producing
unemployment. This is producing
pressures to keep young people off
the job market, which in turn causes
powerful support for learning for its
own sake, even when there are no
practical applications for the knowledge gained. Furthermore, the unemployment keeps these experts from
switching to other jobs. As a result,
the art and literature experts have to
use high-pressure salesmanship to get
public support for their theories.
Our own campus furnishes a good
Illustration, In both art and English,
we seem to have a surplus of teachers and courses, and a surplus of
course requirements for the major.
Also in both departments, there appears to be strong resistance to
change.
The English department seems to
have opposed the new scientific grammar until recently. And apparently
art majors still don’t have to take
any courses in photography. It is not
easy to find out such things, and
there may be other such problems in
other areas.
Nevertheless. there is still hope.
CONJECTURIST THEORY
Though it IS not yet well-known,
a new, more honest explanation of art
has been developed. It is called Conjecturism. It is not reactionary; it
does not attack abstract art. But it
does attack the extreme over-valuation of certain works of art by the
standard interpretations of critics.
It strikes down mystical definitions
of art, and proposes a much more scientific definition of art: sensory stimulation of parts of the nervous system that are not tired, and relaxation
of parts that are tired.
This allows us to modify the art
critics’ criteria of good design, so that
they come out something like this:

1. Balance: Enough symmetry so
that the viewers need not strain to
keep his eyes on the work of art.
2. Harmony: Enough unity of
form, which is caused by similarity
and simplicity of elements such as
size, shape, color, and texture. This is
to avoid monotony from chaos caused
by excessive complexity.
3. Rhythm: Strong enough patterns where elements are numerous.
This is to avoid monotony from chaos
caused by lack of organization.
4. Suitable proportion and perspective, appropriate use of familiar
symbolism, and limited distortion of
familiar structures, in order to avoid
grotesque forms. (This is where the
"Spardi Chicken" loses out.)
5. Suitable emphasis (centers of
interest): Enough complexity and
contrast in order to have enough variety to be interesting, and to avoid
cliches. This is to avoid monotony
from too much unity.
Those who are interested, and
would like to find out more about
Conjecturism, should read Hypocrisy
About Art, by Theodore L. Shaw. Retail price $4.95. The publisher is Stuart Publications, 330 Beacon Street,
Boston, Massachusetts, 02116.
However, we should be aware of
the opposition for these new theories.

Photo by Bill Leonard
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Student Pens Play Score Baked Sirloin Tips
John Beauchamp, junior music
major, is writing music and
creating special sound effects for
Drama Department production
of Max Frisch’s comedy-satire,
"The Firebugs."
Beauchamp is utilizing what
he terms "experimental" methods of combining music and
sounds from non-musical instruments.
Stereophonic tape recordings

and Noodles

are scheduled for Saturday and
April 28 through May 1.
Tickets are on sale from 1-5
p.m. daily.

$1.20

s

PART-TIME
WORK
Evenings & Saturdays,
Minimum 16 hrs.
COMMISSION SALES
AND SALARIED POSITIONS
Alcoa Scholarships Available

For Information See Mr. Laws
Calif. Dept. of Employment
San Jose h
970 W. Julian St.
7:00 p.m., Thursday 0:1;000,§

Angelo’s
Steak House
72 E. Santa Clara
San Jose, California

SAN JOSE NEEDS
Management 7paiitee4
STARTS $525 PER MO.
6 MOS. $551 PER MO.

THE EXPERT AUTHORITY
Probably few of the liberal arts faculty will accept this new theory, at
first. It is said, "There is nobody so
deaf as he who does not want to
hear." But at least the issues should
be clarified for some people.
Those who think that the teachers
are always eager for progress might
do some reading. The condensed book
in the April issue of Pageant magazine (What Parents and Teachers Do
to Make Children Fail, by John Holt I
has a critical analysis of pre-college
education. Also, most of the highly
critical article about college professors in the latest issue of Fact magazine is good. Unfortunately, it does
seem unreastanably opposed to administrative efficiency, and seems to
underestimate the radical sympathies
in public colleges. Still, this particular
article is worth reading.
We should also be aware that some
people, especially some liberal arts
experts, are opposed to science. For
example. Dr. Tansey of the Art Department has said that there are some
false assumptions in mathematics.
Now, mathematics may have some
shaky assumptions. For example, the
mathematician Cantor thought that
the infinitely large numbers of ele
ments in two infinite sets are equal if
you can establish that for every el,’
ment in the first set there corresponds
one and only one uniquely determined
element in the second set. But he
thought that if you have an infinite
number of elements left over in one
of the sets after this hypothetical
matching, then that set is bigger. The
mathematical experts agree with this:
but my own studies lead me to believe
that all of this is meaningless, because the idea of "equality" should
not apply to indeterminates such as
Infinitely large numbers.
In any case, even the mathematicians agree that a few of their assumptions are questionable. And it is
easy to find fault with the way
mathematics is taught. But seienee
and mathematics of the practical kind
is as near to exact truth as any form
of human knowledge
all because
It is possible to weed out errors,
We are safe in concluding that the
anti-commercialistic and anti-scientific mysticism among liberal arts experts will not last forever. Pressure
is slowly building up against it. All
that we need is patience.

Served with Potatoes,
Fresh Vegetable, Bread

EDDY EMANUEL, (I) SJS drama major, stars as Schmitz, an
arsonist, in the Drama Department’s production of "The Firebugs." Stanley Anderson (r) plays Bierdmann, unwilling host to
the arsonist.

If you are a graduate senior in Business Administration,
Economics, Politic -11 Science or related fields, investigate
the opportunity in City government. Apply Room 211,
City Hall, 801 No. 1st Street, San Jose.
JOHN BEAUCHAMP
... composer
will be used as background for
the action of the comedy.
His other credits for musical
scores in SJS drama productions
are "Henry IV, Part I," "Othello," and "Lysistrata."
"The Firebugs" opens Friday
at 8:30 p.m. in the College
Theater. Repeat performances

Air

FINAL FILING DATE FRIDAY - 23
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
CITY OF SAN JOSE
I.

Linos

A GIRL
CAN REALLY
GO PLACES
AS A UNITED AIR
LINES STEWARDESS
Fly Coast to Coast
and Hawaii
51/7 wools hoe training. Starting
pay up to $420.00 per month for
70-85 hours flight time. You may
qualify if you are a high school
graduate 20 26, singles, 5’ 2" 5’ 9", with proportionate weight.

PARISIENNE

PRICES

FROM $100 TO $1200

Special Campus Interviews

Thurs., April 22nd
9 a.m. - 4 p.m.
For Additional Information
Contact
Student Placement Office

JCauto otweierJ
Authorized Orange Blossom Dealer

"An Equal Opportunity Employer"

14460 Big Basin Way, Saratoga
"In the Village"

UNITED AIR LINES

867-3117
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Weekend Accident
Hospitalizes Students
Two SJS students are reported
in satisfactory con di t ion at
Wheeler Hospital in Gilroy, after
their car was imolved in a threecar accident east of Gilroy.
Injured in the accident Sunday
afternoon were Paul Goldstein,
20, and Alan Neerenberg, 21, both
of Downey, who live at Markham
Hall.
The 1 Ii0hway Patrol said Gold -

State Commission
Selects Three
SJS Scholars
Three SJS students have been
selected as scholars by the California Stale Scholarship Commission.
The students are Terrence R.
O’Connor, sophomore English major from San Mateo; William
Horm, senior biological science
major from San Jose; and David
K. Cundiff, freshman math major
from Sunnyvale.
The students were selected from
1,200 applicants for the tuitional
program offering 1,500 awards
available to a maximum of $1,500.
An annual renewal of awards is
given if the student maintains
academic and financial eligibility.
********** ***** ********
es

$MART STUDENTS

If you earned a "B" average
in your FALL SEMESTER you
will receive an EXTRA 20%
discount or savings of $50$150 on CAR INSURANCE.
This scholastic discount is in addition to 2 -car, compact-car and
driver training discounts offered
only through STATE FARM IN.
SURANCE.

PAUL

stein was driving behind an automobile containing a San Bruno
family, when the other car was
involved in a collision with a
truck. The truck then collided
with the SJS student’s car, according to officers.
The driver of the first car,
George Peartree, 24, and his three
year old son Darrell died. Peartree’s wife Carol was injured. The
family lived at 130 East burn Court
in San Bruno.
Goldstein and Neerenherg were
hospitalized with serious facial
injuries. Nurses report they are
doing well.
The truck driver was identified
hy the Highway Patrol as John
Flemming, about 50, of 9265 Rocky
Ridge Rd. in Roseville. He and a
sailor riding with him were also
Injured.
Flemming was to he arraigned
this week on charges of felony
drunk driving and manslaughter,
according to a spokesman for the
CUP.

Official Names
Top Scholastic
Living Centers
The top living centers in scholastic performance for fall 1964
were announced recently by Miss
Berniece Ryan, SJS assistant housing director.
Leading the scholastic roster for
women’s college approved housing
is Morn i Lee Hall, 25 S. Fifth St.,
with an overall grade-point average of 2.78.
First on the list for men’s college approved housing is Ace
Manor, 650 S. Fifth St. Ace Manor
had a 2.85 average.
Of the six on-campus residence
halls, Washburn Hall for women,
385 S. Eighth St., took honors for
having the highest scholastic average of 2.38.

Open Tonite ’til 9

nBOOK

LCALL_

J. SCOLA

Off. 266-5908
Res. 266-5908
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NOW, AUNT SONYA, HE
C:AL‘f WANTS 70 TREAT
HER 70 PATE NUT PANCAKES!
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Field Trip
Bike Collides With Carryall;
Scholarships
Student Reported Satisfactory
Available

WINNER OF THIS week’s Sports Picks contest is Arthur S.
Pinkston. John Anderson representative for PSA awards the
round trip to Los Angeles, which is good through August. Arthur
is a sophomore majoring in Industrial Management from Los
Gatos.

Retreat Deadline 1Lyke Magazine
Sales Continue,
For Ecumenical
Four Locations
Council Today
Registration deadline for a retreat, sponsored by the Protestant
Ecumenical Council, at Mt. Cross
Conference Grounds this weekend
is today at 4 p.m
Dr. William Brandt, San Jose
State associate professor of English, and Dr. Gary Albright, SJS
assistant professor of philosophy,
will speak and lead a discussion on
"The Irrelevance and Relevance
of the Christian Message," at the
conference.
Car pools will leave the Campus Christian Center, 300 S. 10th
St., at 6:30 p.m Friday. The conference ends Saturday at 9 p.m.
The conference grounds are located in the Santa Cruz mountains
near Felton.
The cost for the retreat is $6
and those interested may register
by calling the Center at CY 8-0204.

Lyke, SJS feature magazine, is
still on sale for 60 cents at four
locations, Iry Tiessen, editor of
the magazine, said yesterday.
The magazine’s Spring edition is
on sale at Spartan Bookstore, in
Lyke office (J206), at Roberts
Bookstore 1330 S. 10th St., across
the men’s dorms) and at Cal
Book Co. (134 E. San Fernando
St.).
Thus far this semester, Lyke
salesmen have sold approximately
3,000 magazines. Next issue of
the magazine is scheduled for
May 26.

Applications for tuition scholarships to one of three natural science field trip courses are available in S221. Dr. Kenneth E. Hutton, SJS professor tif biology in
charge of the special scholarship
program, announced.
Dr. Hutton said students who
qualify for scholarships will not
have to pay the $21 tuition charge
for the field trip study course they
wish to attend. The Mammoth
Lakes trip is scheduled for June
13-19; the Sequoia National Park
field study is slated for June 2026 and the Cambria Pines trip
(near Hearst Castle) will be held
June 27-July 3.
Scholarships were awarded to
nine students for the Death Valley field study, and Dr. Hutton
estimated there will he approximately five or 10 scholarships
available for all three of the coming trips.
"To qualify a student must be
unable to pay the tuition himself,
have references from two SJS instructors and presently hold at
least a 2.5 grade point average,"
Dr. Hutton said.
"Applicants must also submit
a short statement telling why they
wish to enroll in the field studies
course so instructors can determine who are the most interested
students," he added.
"All application forms must be
returned to the Biology Department by April 28," Dr. Hutton
said.
The special scholarship program
is supported by funds from the
Audubon film series program and
private contributions.

An SJS SI 11(1011, Stifilley Wssll e.
21, of 545 S. Seventh St., was reported in satisfactory condition
last evening at San Jose Hospital.
Wolfe’s bicycle collided with a
station wagon -type carryall driven
by a San Lorenzo man Monday
night at 10th and San Salvador
Streets.
of Ow carryall s;lid
Th.. ’ii’. ’If

COE LINE DATF.S HAVING DATE-NUT PANCAKES- ONLY 1 OF 39 VARIETIES Al

UNCLE JOHN’S PANCAKE HOUSE
San Jose. 3415 S. 1st Santa Clara - 1680 El Camino Real
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An uninvited Easter bunny invaded the apartment of two SJS
coeds over the Spring vacation.
Jane Kenmir, 20, and Teena
Tobey, 19, returned to their apartment at 575 South 11th St., to
find the TV, stereo and record
collection missing.
Investigating police officers said
the burglar had forced open the
living room window, after appar
ently trying to pry open a bed
room window.

San ..gran (Lie

Sun ill,.1.1 Nail Lacquer
Sun Gold Creme Rouge
Ithe filtered ()rangy pinks)

2nd and San Fernando
CYpress 2-8312

Spring
The
Bright-fresh clean
Season
Do your spring skirts give you
a bright-fresh dean look? If not.
look at our special this week . . .

Cleaned & Pressed
(A regular 89e value)

GOLDEN WEST
CLEANERS

TT

W N’T

CY 2-1052

25 S. 3rd, S. J.

294-9131

41111.1MtlaZaSPAERGazatk’aZ;a::::..

3616
APR’64.
M.P. 36

55e

TENTH ST. PHARMACY
10th and Santa Clara

CY 7-2002

51 So. Market

Sou Gold Eye Shad
I a pale gold prer.sell
poN. .1,1.1 ’
Is, II,c los ,r 4:artio Eye
-,.11:11141 I a leafy bronze
green I
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NoMembershipCard I
Everyone Welcome!
Use Our LayawayBankAmericard,
lot National
Charge or Cash

MOUNTAIN VIEW

1299 EL (AMINO

OPEN Ill 9 EVERY MITE

Y70-5R7K0S9H IRE

SAT. 910 6

OPEN SUNDAY 10 TO 5

FINAL
WEEK!

CLOSE OUT

TO MAKE ROOM FOR CAMPING GEAR AND FISHING TACKLE
,S1nR Poles 1.9?
29UP
SKI BOOTS
NEW AND USED
STRETCH & NON.
k .99
SWEATERS
W EAIERS
59U9P
STRETCH. COME
AND GET ’EM!
10 UP
UP
Parkas
99
smoisaname.
FLOOR SAMPLES
SLEEPING BAGS I P.7miTzp Fee
Jr, 740PPS
SPECIAL GROUP-TWO
Pr- iiihaf
WHITE STAG
ArA
1
FOR
6.99
. 99c G. I. Mess Kit . 69 Windbreak 605
Canteens
=NIMMEN.P.91MIMMUNMIMMEW

SKIS B 0 SKI PANTS
2.9 9
2.99
n%

Sy/vitt/11y
.--44111

San Jose Civic Auditorium
PROGRAM:
’symphony No. 41, in C major, K.551
Mozari
"Jupiter"
Prelude and Loon Death from
"Tristan and Isolde" . . Wagner
Symphony No. 1. in C minor,
Brehm’
Opus 68

SINCE 1885

"FAMOUS FOR FINE FLOWERS"

garcien city Aft.

Skirts

Writs or Call:
University of Santa Clara Box Office
Santa Clare, California 296-3360
Tickets 63.75, $3.00, 82.50

0FF!!
SIDEROOM
CHALET
CARIN
2-MAN MT
LARGE
VAR1ET

Saturday, April 24, 1965
8:30 P.M.

See Our Novel

Featuring John Lester
KGBA . . . 1430 K.C.

Apartment Burglary

It
Eloquently

From Our Stage

10-12 Midnight
Sunday thru Thursday
CY 2 5252

for
Spring
Elizabeth Arden
with

Meteorology Grad
Joins Ocean Survey
Walter Howard, a 1964 SJS
graduate in meteorology, is a recent employee of the U.S. Naval
Oceanographic Office in Washington, D.C.
His duties as an oceanographer
with the Oceanographic Analysis
Division include preparing manuscripts and developing charts on
the chemical, thermal, buoyant anti
electrical properties of oceanic
and coastal waters.

NEW
TELEPHONE SHOW
RADIO
DIRECT

Ladies’ Plain

Suit Gold Liiinliek

Ile V\ its t11111111g sit.
the sound of bending metal, and
stopped to find Wolfe and his
bicycle lying in the street.
San Jose police officer Lawrence Darr cited Wolfe for riding
his bike after dark without a light.
Nurses said Wolfe suffered a
face laceration, and possible head
rind .,rm

WHAT’S BUGGIN’ YOU?

SUN GOLD IS TIM COLOR

Local Publisher
Offers $5 Prize
L. Bruce Buchbinder, SJS junior
and president of the American
Publishing Company, is offering
$5 for the best children’s story
submitted to the firm.
Stories should be submitted in
manuscript form, between 200 and
700 words in length, to Buchbinder at 398 S. 13th St.
"Children are tired with "once
upon a time" stories. They want
to know what’s happening here
and now in the 20th Century," said
Buchbinder.
"We are looking for people who
can write moral measures for
moppets, hold their attention, but
not demoralize them,"

P It T.1P1 DALLY-B

Wednesday. Appil 21. 11f13
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SAMPLE BAGS.
1 998
Some only 1 or 2 of
kind. 3 4 lb. fill.
Value to 29.50.
SPECIAL 5 LB. FILL
36 x 80
4 LB. MILIUM 40 BC
oversized. Reg. 32.50 14.99
6 LB. KING SIZE
42 a 84. Reg. 39.50

11.99

19.99

CONVERSE, CHUCK TAYLOR

BASKETBALL
SHOES
REG. 8.00
SIZES
6 TO 14

WILSON
KROYDEN
SPALDING
MacGREGOR, SPORTSMAN
’Putters
Irons

J

99 Odd
I Woods

599

Scout Axe
Lantern
G I. Shovel .
Mattes
Water Bucket
Knap Sacks
Gold Pans

99c
1.99
1.99
1.49
99c
99c
1.29

Camp Stools
Tent Stakes
Machetes . *
Ammo Boxes
Ponchos
Pistol Bells
Hunting Knife

req.
WET SUITS
Surfer JACKET 1299 19.95

SURFBOARD Blanks 099
Finish It Yourself.17

NAUGAHYDE
AND OTHER UPHOLSTERY FABRICS. Reg.
3.00 to 12.00 yd.

yd.

WE BUY-SELL-TRADE .
STARTER SET GUNS and
OR WOMEN’S

IMEN’S
Includes
5-Irons
2 -Woods

29 r,

65.00 I

ci
3.99
1.99 5x7
. 88 4x6
7n9
5.99
4.99
15c 6x8
10x12
11.99
7.99
8x10
1.99
114x2 16 23.99
99c 12s14
99c
1 9
1.99 P I Cover99.
5.99
99c Car Cover
799
99c Boat Cover

FOAM RUBBER
Polyurethene Foam
EVERY SIZE 8 SHAPE
No Charge for Special Sizes

1/3[I

_Tf.a/4s

AMMUNITIO Fishing Line 50% 011!
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Toad Hall Raiders Stumble by Xavier

slated between the two schools
Toad Hall led through the entire
By ART
contest which was played in muggy
Daily Sports Editor
80 degree weather.
Lester Bond, who had to buy
Raiders
the
Following the game.
a new pair of track shoes before
were entertained by Xavier at the
the meet, defeated NCAA record
club,
Playboy
New Orleans
had by all. holder Charles Craig in the triple
I A good time
jump and also topped him in the
long jump in the Spartan tracksters’ win in a triangular meet
Fresno Saturday.
BONDS! NEW S3.50 BASEBALL NOVEL! "TODAY’S GAME"
San Jose State won 14 of the
17 events as they scored 120
points. Fresno State had 35 and
the University of California at
Davis managed 25. In the dual
meet scoring, SJS beat Fresno
117-28 and overcame Cal Aggies
120-23. Fresno edged the Aggies
76-67. The Spartababes defeated
IN THE BIG MAY 18311E!*
Fresno 102-42.
My Tutuitieg Batters

NEW ORLEANS. April 13 The Toad Hall Raiders of San
Jose State College edged a tough
Xavier University softball team
today by a 6-5 score.
This was the first of a series
of intersectional sports contests

sysitl

by Gandy Koufax
Can me Notre Dame

WHOLESALE
ELECTRONIC ARTS

Why The Fans Love
Floyd Patterson Now
This month - every month -1 bigger, more action-packed SPORT!
More in-depth profiles, exclusive interviews, thrilling color photographs!
May

came stuck. I mistook the -n
to be tight. It was my fault that
I didn’t test this.
"When the gun went off, the
block for my front leg (the power
leg) slipped all the way back to
my rear leg, eliminating my power
entirely."
Sitilth trailed second place
Wayne Hermen (20.8) and third
place Sam Workman of Fresno)
(21.0) by 25 yards, hut still
managed to pass them, and roast
the last ten yards. Smith won
the 440 in 47.2.

United Radio & T.V. Supply Co.

Sur9e Continue?
The Ballplayers Pick the
Pennant Winners

\01,111

Bond’s winning triple jump
was 50-5. Craig’s NCAA record
is 5234. Bond’s 23-7 long jump
bettered Cralg’s jump by two
ha -hex. Craig Fergus was third
and
In the triple j p at 47-11
fourth In the long jump at
was
fourth
In
22-7, I. Pat Moran
the triple jump at 46-2.
in
20.6
won
the
220
Tom Smith
for the third time this season and
had "the world’s worst start and
the world’s finest finish." according to SJS coach Bud Winter.
Smith, who almost fell on his
first step out of the starting
blocks, said, "I grabbed an old
pair of blocks. When I started
tightening them I noticed the
thread was worn. The blocks be-

DISiRIBUTORS

HI-FT

STUDENT DISCOUNTS

SPORT

19TH YEAR AS FIRST MAGAZINE
NOW ON SALE!
I FOR SPORTS

Open Evenings
Till 9 P.M.

1425 W. San Carlos
CYpress 8-1212

Street

ifermen, who was nipped by
Workman by .1 in the 100 (the
winning time was 9.5), handled
him easily in the 220. Lloyd Murad
was third at 9.7 in the 100. Tim
Knowles was fourth in the 220
at 21.9 and second in the 440 at
49.3.
SJS won the 440 relay in 40.8
without Maurice Compton and
with several poor baton exchanges.
The Spartans won the mile relay
without Smith in 3:18.6.
Ken Shackelford, who ran in
the mile relay, also won the 330
intermediate hurdles in 38.3 and
was third in the 440 at 49.3.
Joe Neff, Phil Darnall, and
Owen Hoffman had no competition hi the mile so they re-

_
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WOW! It’s "The Warehouse"
* For FRESH atmosphere in college
entertainment . . .
* For live music...
* For Burgers and more ... (beer)

finished together in
antI
1111,11
4:18.6.
Rich Clough won the hi h
hurdles in 14.9 and Larry lietald
was second :it 15.1.
Mike Gateau won the 880 In
1:51.5, a good time considering he
had no competition. Larry Crider
was second in 1:55.6.
Tom Tuite won the two mile in
9:16.2. Dave Lower was second
in 9:42.7 and Jim Sullivan third
in 9:46.2. Pat Kelso won the
shot put at 56-5 with Charlie Hahn
third at 52-8.
Terry Doe didn’t compete in the
high jump, but Frank Tarrantts
was second at 6-2’4.
Bob Baughman won the javelin
at 213-91.i. Bob Brown was second
at 211-11,
Bob Akers won the discus at
156-3 Tit. John Tompkins was third
at 147-1’
Roger Werne was second in the
pole vault at 14-113.
In the freshman meet BM
Fowler won the high jump at
S1PVP Brown bettered his
hest time by three seconds
beating Art Burkhard in 4:22.4.
John Twomey Wikll the 220 In
21.7 and the 440 in 46.2.
Walt Channels won the 880 in
1:54.9 and ran a 48.5 mile relay
leg. Jeff Lawson, out for three
weeks with 30 stitches and a cut
Achilles heel tendon won the discus
at 152-W4.
Freshman coach Mery Smith,
who spent Easter vacation recruiting in Southern California, said,
"The Southern California area is
a hotbed for track and field. I
talked to several of the top high
school and junior college prospects in the area. The top ten
junior college distance runners expressed interest in attending SJS.
If only two of the runners attend
here, we will still be in excellent
shape next year."

Recreation Times
Set for Women

Women’s Recreat ion Association,
(WRA), and Extramural practice
activities for the semester include:
WRA Softball, TTh, 4:30 p.m.,
East Field: WRA Gymnastics.
Wed., 4:30 p.m, PER260: Extramural Softball, MW, 9:30 p.m.,
East Field; Extramural Fencing.
coed, Tues., 7 p.m., WG 101; Extramural (WRA) Swimming, Trh,
1.!:5, WC 121: Esartiantrail..TenIII, Toes., Wed.. 4 p.m. Courts,
)),1RIG BASIN PICNIC
SJS French and Italian clubs
I will co-sponsor a picnic at Big
Basin State Park this Sunday.
Cost for the event will be $1 per
person, payable in advance in the
E)ireign Languages Department
office, Building N.

Cal Edges
SJS 2-0
In Quickie
By KEN ALLAN
A fourth inning gamble at
Municipal Stadium paid off for
California last night to give the
Bears a 2-0 win over San Jose
State in the fastest played nine
inning game of the year.
With one out and a runner on
third, ("al first baseman Ed Beckwith hit a looping fly ball down
the third base line. Spartan third
baseman Butch Enkoji caught up
with the hall and made a spectacular over-I lie-shot titter catch.
California coach George Wolfmann then sent the runner, Al
Diamond, to the plate. Enkoji,
off balance after his amazing
catch, threw to the plate but his
throw ran out of gas and Diamond
scored.
"It was definitely the turning
point of the game," SJS coach Ed
Sobczak explained after the game,
at the end of the inning Butch
came over to me and asked me
if he should have let the ball go,"
Sobczak continued, "but he did
the right thing under the circumstances. They iCall just gambled
on the play and won."
Starting pitcher Bill Ardis went
the entire distance for SJS and
gave up only one earned run while
striking out IA It was a tough
loss for the senior righthander
from Oakdale who was looking
for the opportunity to increase his
season record to 4-3. Ardis held
the Bears to just four well placed
singles.
As far as Sobezak was concerned, Ardis pitched one of the
best games of the year. "He kept
the ball down well and made only
112 pitches during the game."
The work of Ardis and Cal
pitcher Bill Frost helped account
for the fast game which took only
1:58 to complete.
Tomorrow, San Jose travels to
Stockton to make up a rained out
game. Probable starting pitchers
:ire Gary Strom (5-5) and Bill
Schmidt ( 1-4).
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Touch her

GRAND OPENING.

Heart with
Flotrers
Nothing /eaves a

April 22, 23, 24

lasting impression
like flowers

1760 SOUTH 7th STREET

to win -over that
special someone.

SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA
5toweri

Watch for our Stein Club

!VW(’
(THE Campus Florist)
& Santa Clara
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So comfortable, it’s sinful!
So safe, it s embarrassing!
Don’t be self-conscious about being
the one who always keeps his grip
while everybody around is on skids.
Explain that you’re safe on slippery
deck, tennis court or wet pavement,
thanks to Sperry Top-Sider exclusive
anti -slip sole with its many razor-fine
zigzag cuts. And if they’re jealous
because you can outlast, outrelax the
best of them.. .drop the hint how sinfully comfortable men and women can
be in the double -deep heel cushions
and non -chafe linings of these light
and breezy canvas shoes. In Classic
White, Navy Blue, or smart Breton
Red. They’ll soon find out that it’s
the most extravagantly practical
$9.95 they’ve ever spent.

Sprint Practice

Tracksters Laugh It Off

Early Grid Practice Begins;
Ditto for MA Soccer Champs
I. man.% Lt.
More than 80 varsity football
.andidates greeted Head Football
’oach Harry Anderson Monday
IS the Spartans opened spring
met ice.
Leading the prospects are letteren Ken Berry and John Travis.
rry is an All-Coast quarterback
indidate and Travis was the
ending ball carrier in 1964 with
5.16 yards per carry average.
The Spartans’ All-American
tackle candidate Brent Berry
probably will not Sri, action during the spring, 114’ealltil‘ of a broken hand Witch has not as yet
sufficiently healed.
A great deal of attention will
,’Intel’ around the 25 new junior
loge transfers which include
11I -American fullback Jim Bud (Irk from Contra Costa and Allmerican honorable mention end
trwin Bell from Citrus.
Several players from last year’s
vshman team are also on hand.
leefing up things for Anderson
re 320 pound tackle Bill Crow’,
,67 tackle David Evans, quarterack Bob Toledo, guard Dick Dixin and end Paul Batting.
SJs will drill Monday through
Friday the first week. Beginning next week, the Spartans
will drill Monday through Thumday with a scrimmage on Saturday.
Spring drills conclude with the
nnual Alumni-Varsity game, Satrday, May 15.
SOCCER
Some 37 soccer candidates were
n hand Monday when the San
ose State soccer team began its
pring training sessions at the
oath Campus.
The Spartans, NCAA Western
egional champions in 1964, have
big rebuilding task ahead of
tem. Gone from the team, which

One Aay Service

"WORK
OF
ART"
tiskeaters & Cashmere Coats
Our Specialty
DISCOUNT WITH ASB CARD
5.

Ant Cleaners
398 E. Santa Clara
..,0"

...c.e..."

293.1030

-030000001111011000.

Look alikes George Weed and
Art Burkhart!, distance stars of
the freshman cross-country and
track teams, have often been mistaken for each other.
At the Stanford Relays early
in the season, Weed was lying on
the grass when Burkhard’s mother
spoke to him, thinking he was
her son.
"Every meet," said Burkhard,
"I’m just starting to make my
move when somebody in the stands
yells, ’Go, Weed, go.’ Even at practice tonight, the timers yelled to
me, ’Hey, George, what are your
times?’"
Weed recalled, "I finished third
In the Sacramento State CrossCountry Invitational during my
Junior year in high school. It was
raining so hard during the last
mile the elastic on my pants became soaked, and my pants were
weighted down. I had to run the
rest of the race holding on to my
pants. To make matters worse,
one of my shoes was half off.
"I lived at Folsom Prison where
my father was chaplain. Since I
lived at the prison, I was forced

%PIT % N 1)%111 7

Wednesday. April 11. 1%3

becausefor
I "I
in to
the behills
to run
not
want
mistaken
an
escaping prisoner."
When Burkhartl was in high
school he enjoyed leisurely jogs
in cow pastures. He decided to dispense with the practice, however,
when a bull chased hint. "I could
have given the sprinters a race
that day," said Burkhard.
Last fall, Weed and I3urkhard
and a few others went to Alum
Rock Park to train. "We were
all so exhausted after the workout," said Burkhard, "we couldn’t
wait to get in the car and drive
home. To my dismay, I found I
had locked my keys in the car.
Fortunately, however, a gentleman,
who just happened to be at the
park along with his girl friend,
lent me a knife which enabled me
to open the wind wing."

Golfers Beat Stanford
Win Western Team Title
led the tourney going into Saturday’s final two rounds but shot
a pair of 76’s and finished fourth
behind winner Arne Dokka of Los
Angeles State College.
Defending champion Ross Randall ended up In 10th place with a
289 score after shooting a 79-75 in
Saturday’s play.
San Jose State won the team
Ron Cerrudo, who has been playhonors in the Western Inter- ing number one for the Spartans
collegiate Golf Championship held finished sixth.
last weekend at Pasatiempo. Although the Spartans won the team
FVSSY
championship, none of the five SJS
NEW YORK ( UPI Scottish
golfers could finish higher than
terriers in dog shows are judged
fourth.
NCAA Champion Terry Small in no fewer than 13 different ways.
Ron Cerruti shot a five under
par 67 yesterday to lead SJS
to a 21-6 win over Stanford at
1114. Almaden Country Club. Two
other Spartan golfers finished
with par or under scores, Jim
Tram-ally shot a 68 and Terry
Small carded an even-par 78.

,M111

HIGH SCORING
EAST LANSING, Mich. (UPI)
The Star Baseball Club, first
assembled team of any kind at
Michigan State, won a game by a
score of 98-44 in 1868.

9
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N1MITZ TRAFFIC JAM?Nope, it’s the San Jose State football
team as it begins spring practice this week.
last fall had a 9-4-2 record, are
five starters, including All-American Al Korbus and All-American
honorable mention Efiok Akpan.
Korbus was the sparkplug of last
year’s squad, and finished the
campaign as one of the nation’s
leading scorers. In addition to
these two, others who will not
be returning include halfbacks
Colin Lindores and Mike Hajian;
and wing Bob Salazar.
Soccer coach Julie Menendez
plans to build his squad for the
fall campaign around six returning regulars from the team
which won the Northern California. Intercollegiate Soccer
crown and then defeated the
Air Force Academy, 5-3, for the
Western title. This group is
headed by all-American candidate Lou Fraser, a senior wing
from Lima, Peru. The other returning regulars include the
Sermol brothers, Hap and Joe,
of Palo Alto; Mani Gonzales,
in r in e r Menlo-Atherton high
school star; and Steve Locci and
goalie Hercules 5111hcelis.
The Spartan soccer mentor plans
to take a good look at several newcomers and players from his junior varsity team of the past season in order to strengthen the
forward wall weakened by the
graduation of Korbus and Akpan,
Including Paul Beckner, JeanPierre Canobu, Bob Davis, and
Rich Howell from last year’s team.
The top newcomer is Ernest
Kwansa, an exchange student from
Ghana, who is regarded by Menendez as an outstanding prospect for
the forward line.
WATER POLO
The Spartan varsity water polo
spring practice decathlon moves
right along, as different events
proceed to declare their masters.
In the Five Shot accuracy test,
Tom Eldridge exacted first place
honors, scoring 16 of a possible
23 goals. Following closely, taking second place, was Lou Tully
with 14 goals, just needle-nosing
past Steve Nelson who scored 13
goals to capture third place.
"We have divided our men
Into four evenly matched teams,
among which we conduct practice scrimmages," said Spartan

head water 11010 (IMAM 1.1‘1. Walton.
The best performers on the four
teams, so far, have been: Steve
Nelson and Richard Rogers (Blue
Team); Steve Hoberg and Dave
Thompson (Red Team); Robert
Friedlander and Kevin Currlin
(Green Team); and Bruce McCall
and Lou Tully (Orange Team).

Slow-pitch Entry
Deadline Today

242 So. 11th Street
Perhaps you have but a VW, or an MGB, or even an
American car. Whatever it may be, B & P Foreign Car
Service will attend it with the same expert care given
the Lotus and at the low student-faculty rate: $6.00
per hour for all work, tune-up and overhaul included.

Watch for More

Personalized Service Factory -Trained Mechanics

Intramural Director Dan Unruh
has extended the deadline 24 hours
for all slow-pitch softball entries.
As a result, entries may be turned
in to Unruh in MG121 until 2 this
afternoon.
Today at 3:45 p.m., independent
fast-pitch softball teams will go
into action on the south campus
fields. Tomorrow, the fraternity
teams will tee off on one another
at 3:45 p.m.
Golf entries are due April 30th.
This year’s tournament will be
held at the Santa Teresa Course.
Any interested golfers may pick
up entry blanks at the intramural
office, MG121.

National
Judo Tournament

"Pity You Don’t Have a Lotus 23!"

May 2, 1965

9

se)

B & P Foreign Car Service
1470 W. San Carlos Street
Phone 297-8811

Don’t make me laugh.
You mean to say,
I could
have bought
that big,
beautiful,
luxurious

Dodge Polara,
and I would
have gotten a
383 Cu. in. VB,
carpeting,
padded dash,

foam seats,
and all
those
other things
at no extra
cost?

Who’s laughing?

See your Spartans in action on Friday and Saturday at The University
of San Francisco.
Tickets are on sole at the
Spartan Market
8th & William

Look for
Our Sign
Why Pay More??
7 REGULAR BURGERS 99c
Bonus:

Dacron & Wool
24.50
Charcoal, Black, Olive,
Brown

MANN
HAUS
Traditional Clothiers
419 Town & Country Village
Open Mon., Thurs., Fri.
%I 9:30 ... 243-3352

FREE 10c Cold Drink
With Every Bag Full

HOLIDAY 15c BURGERS
4th and San Fernando
Across from Library

At Polara’s prices, why clown around with smaller cars? See your Dodge Dealer.

BURGERS

Step right up and see Palate -with a 121 inch wheelbase. weighing almost 4.000 road hugging pounds.
Powered by a 383 Cu. in. V8 that runs not on regular. Padded dash, full carpeting. All ot popular prices.

65 Dodge Patera

DODGE DIVISION

Int, CHRYSLER
MUTOAS ORPORATIOM

tTst:tyx

’Natimal Defense Mork Barga!ning,
YAF Rally Loans Available Mediation Program
For Summer Study Set for Tomorrow
PONStilly 1111%
Wednesday, April 01

lastlY

Stanford Prof at

Prin, ot.o
lectured till
Dr.
International affairs, strategy and
I communism in the US., Canada.
Austria and France. He has aki.
written The tieoaraphy of Intellect
Sponsored by Young Americans and Lenin, the 1Compolaisc
for Freedom I YAF), Dr. Possony
will speak on "Realities of ComMUnism."
1..1
DT. Ste] .11.
of international polilieit I at tithes
program for the Hoover Institution at Stanford, will speak on
Seventh Street tomorrow at 2:30
p.m.

Born in 1913 in Vienna, Austria,
Dr. Perssony was educated in
Austria, Germany, Italy. France
and the United Stat,s. He has
served both the Freni.11 and U.S.
griveminerds as a psycleihIgival
warfare specialist.
He was also a Carnegie research fellow at the Institute for
- -

Award to Cadet

Robert Gillham, senior chemistry major at Sun Jose State,
TeeeiVell the Air Conmtand and
’Stall College award for the top
Air Force ROTC cadet in the nit lion at the Arnold Air Society
AASI National Cone lave in
Washington 1r.(’. Apra 11.11

Spartan Daily
Classifieds
MOTHER OLSEN’S BOARDING HOUSE
--Men. Best :cod in town. New apt
units. Linen & maid sets. Kit. & (cued
tacit. 3 TV’s 122 N 8th. CV 5-9504

ANNOUNCEMENTS 111
LISTEN to r
’
SAILING EXPEDITION

.

- -

tic wi

Cent. Amer.’ FURN. ROOMS - Male students, latch
cense. A.r en priv. No smoking or drinking. $10 &
Pesca, Curt., $15. 293.3088.
460 S. 6th - 3 rm, furnished. gar. Quiet
ENTROPHY ’,veers Sii questions.
Adults. Avail. Apr. to, 292-2250.
.,e,Isinq en.rophy?
ARE YOU
2 WEEKS FREE RENT - 2 bdrm. turn
mod. apt. $140 mo. Call 269-9014 alit’,
AUTOMOTIVE 121
6 p.tx,
HUGE I bdrm. apt. [urn., artistic. Wil’64 SUZUKI - 80 c.c. Low rt-1 $85- 241.8174.
,
2 BDRM. APT. nt. SJS. w/pool. $100 per
’64 FORD
V13. Loaded .
& up. 297-8877 or 286.5398.
q Alameda), 1020 Elm
$88 I BDRM.
64 HONDA 90
- stoves & ref.
8.4446. B.
ROOM FOR STUDENT GIRL - Rent
’60 SPRITE
ilS care oil
J

61

CHEVY

63

YAMAHA

56 FORD t,CT-RiA

11111E21:321111111’
WEDDING !,).
100 to, 57’
Wedding Press 2c;
LADY’S e’even
T.-rts bicyc’e
Phone 378.8206.
MATCHLESS 500 cc. $225. 297.98 i 7
Dirt and st,,
.J..r Player. Westingbou,
Atars, Like new. $100 297
Portable, 4
8648. Must Sell.
SCHWINN - 10 upend bile-727 in
Varsity. Like new. $50/best offer. 225
1254.
TAPE RECORDER - Stereo Roe/play
prcamps. 3 hds. $125. 294-7668, Mike.

LOST ; APB, IkIIN011116)
REWARD - 3 r
13o,kstore Apr. 2. .1 r..3:

ot

dinette set,

The program will be sponsored
by the Industrial Relations Club

the institute of Industrial Relations.

anti

The collective bargaining session will teuture role-playing by
four FMCS commissioners as union negotiators, four commissioners
as management representatives
and one commissioner as mediator’.
FMCS regional director Arthur
Viet and assistant regional director V. Wayne Kenaston will
answer questions at the close of
the bargaining session.
Further information regarding
this program may be obtained by
antacting Donald Garnet, assist.
it professor of industrial rela! ions, in F0218.

98‘

PURITAN OIL CO.
6th & KEYES

Sung Girl Workshops will begin
tomorrow in WG154 from 7 to 9
p.m. Workshops will also be held
on April 27, 29, and May 4. Tryouts will be May 6 when four
regular and two alternate song
airls well he selected.

OPENS FRIDAY NIGHT’

"THE FIREBUGS"
An Incendiary Comedy
by Max Frisch
DEPARTMENT PRODUCTION

Runs Ap: il 23, 24, April 28 -May 1
SJSC

College Theatre
Students 75c

CJrtain 8:15 p m.
$1.50

General

BOX OFFICE: 5fli & SAN FERNANDO STS.
Open 1-5 p.m.

Phone 292-6414

\ IVFE CLAIRE HOTEL PRESI’VN .

this summer._ Cull Sherrna, 293.9566,
Already
WANTED Le,a,
C.,I. Jirn, 241 5719.

port.

Classified Office

ts,WEST

NATURAL COSMETIC
LINE IN U. S.
For interview call 793-8588
COUPLES WANTED to ma -1. appr halls.
t’
river 21. Submit resume of
P.O. Be. 1609, San Jose.

be open:
12:30-3:30 Thursday
9:30-1:30 Friday
Phone 294-6414, Ext. 2465
Office in J 206
will

Walk in now for
llofbrau Style Food-Moderate Prices
itoast Eastern Beef
Virginia Baked 11ans
Istwiter Style Corned Beef
Roast T
Turkey
Chienett Style Caxtrattli
Roast Turkey Lest
- COMBINATION PLATES -

1, ii
1.30
150
1.50
1.45

Any 2 meats $L75
Any 3 meats $2.00
Slab of nutty Swiss cheese .35
orders include choice of Salad, Barbequed Beans,
or Macaroni. Bread and Butter
Visit the Gas Lite for Fun. Banquet Facilities 5 to 700.
Ballroom Leasing. Rooms from $85 Per Month.
SAN CARLOS at MARKET STS.
CY 14.2626
Located in the Saint Claire Hotel

HOUSING (51

Send in handy order blank. Enclose
cash or check. Make check out to
THE SANDS - Reduced rates for 2 or Spartan Daily Classifieds.
3 people. 460 S. 10th. 797-4604.
Phone 294-6414. Eat. 2465

; to buy, sell, rent, or
announce
anything.
lust fill out and clip
this handy order
blank

Send to. Spartan
Daily CLASSIFIEDS,
1206, San loss State
College, San lose 14,
Calif.
CHECK A
CLASSIFICATION:

CLASSIFIED RATES
Minimum
Two linos
Ono time

One time Tbrait Umos Five dams
50c a lino 23e a lino 120c a Um

2 lines

$1.00

$1.50

$2.00

3 linos

1.50

2.25

3.00

4 lines

2.00

3.00

4.00

S lines

2.50

3.75

5.00

JO

.75

11.00

Add thls
amount lot
each addl.
bona! line

Print pour ad here.
(Count 33 tatters and Spaces tor Each UM)

Li Announcements

(1)

ID Automotive (2)
0 For Sale (3)

o Help Wanted
o Housing (5)

(4)

Li Personais (7)
0 Services (8)
I transportation (9)
Name

61 Years in San Jose

We feature Accutron
the most accurate
timepiece
in the
world
Accutron’s tuning fork
replaces the outdated bal.
once wheel that’s found in all
watches. Stop by so we can tell you
more, Starting with the right time Of
day. Accutron by Hulova. From $125.00

iII,, ci

Phone

Job Interviews

Flower
Shop

Interview Tomorrow
For Scout Position

KSJS Announces
New Music Show

Cherwbrough-Ponds, Incorporated:
business majors for positions as
merchandising representative.

Campus music groups may get
Peat, Marwick. Mitchell and
an opportunity to debut on radio Company: accounting majors for
radio
FM
college
the
as KSJS,
positions in junior :Reigniting.
station, completes plans for its Citizenship required
program,
latest campus talent
"Bandstand."
Student music groups which perform anything from rock ’n roll
to classical may sign up in SD132
or contact Rich Hernandez, 1<5,1
program ilirrctor, and sot If.

"We’ve had a really good re- I
sponse to our classes." said Ma- I
hammad Adwan, president of the I
SJS Arab-American Club, "but it’s
all girls."
The classes, recently begun :it
SJS, are modern spoken Aral,
classes. They meet twice weekly,
Tuesday and Thursday, at 4 p.m. I
in CH162. They are led by Sam
Badawi, a club member who has
taught in Cairo, Egypt.
Adwan urges students to join
the classes and hopes Male students will also I ake interest.

Larry nation
CONNECTICUT
MUTUAL LIFE
1671 The
Suite 311

Alameda
294-5660

CAM US
MARKET

JUST BACK FROM EASTER!
SHORT ON CASH!

AWS Applications
Applications for AWS president,
first and second vice president,
secretary and treasurer and two
judiciary members are available
in the Activities Office (ADM 242 I and are due there by Friday.
AWS election time is April 28
and 29. The first vice president
works on the judicial board and
the second vice president is the
programs coordinator.
A qualification for the top three
positions is previous experience
on the cabinet.

utiful
oesfr

SINCE WE’RE NOT THE BIGGEST,
WE HAVE TO PROVIDE THE BEST.

Low prices, plus the finest in USDA choice
meats are only a couple of the reasons
that campus market is THE place to shop
for hte SJS student.

Avoid the hustle and bustle of the

N - Wedgieg
vs yam use
AAAAA to
81/2 to 12
$9.95 to
$24.95

Come in today and shop in a clean,
relaxed atmosphere.

charge account*
open thurs. ’01 9

134 E. SAN SALVADOR

SINCE 1904

itand tnriore 1
First and San Fernando Streets-Downtown

starting Data

Bakmas

large super market.

W*214,;LeLN
L N sea JUNO
Mdress

41-

In a mock collective bargaining
’It WAY:
I (Uvula Castellano. 12:30 p.m., and mediation program.
Spartan Spears, all day, in front
\ 101 III., liti I.,11 look inter- ’southwest corner of cafeteria.
of bookstore. Lost and found sale.
views begin two areks betore
Flying 20 Club, 7:30 p.m., C/1161.
Arab-Amertean Club, modern
appointsiwnt date in the PlaceSpartan Spears, all day, in front
Arabic language class, 4 p.m., CH ment Office, AD31234,
of bookstore. Lost and found sale.
162.
Alpha Phi Omega. 7 p.m., EDTODAY:
AWS judicial board, 4 p.m., Col UnCollege
meet
in
School
District
331.
Pledges
Corona Unified
lege Union.
elementary,
I:
ion.
Riverside County
Baptist Student l’nion, 7:30 p.m.,
high school.
Home Economics Club, 7 p.m., Memorial Chapel.
District
Seined
Unified
Fremont
A133. Reports will be given by
Chi sigma Eireann, secretarial
I Alameda County): elementary, representatives to Spring break
honorary, 3:30 p.m., E346B.
school.
high
junior high,
in
California state convention
II Mesa Hall:inn, 7 p.m., Gui!Stewed Union high School (Mei, Palm Springs.
do’s Pizzeria, 1372 S. Bascom.
settled.
high
I:
County
red
tttttt a Delta, 7 p.m., First ImGlee Club, 8:15 p.m., Concert
TOMORROW:
manuel Lutheran Church, 374 S. Hall. Concert. Admission free.
Redondo Beal+ City Elementary Third.
Folk Music Club, 7:30 p.m.,
Angeles
1Los
Dietrict
School
Tau Delta PM, men’s honorary M250. Discussion of plans fur’
(’ounty,: elenuntary.
fraternity, 7:30 p.m., H3. Pledges workshop in styles for guitar anti
Mille Unified School District
banjo and of plans for upcoming
meet in H5.
(Mendocino County) : elementary,
Cercle Francais. 3:30 p.m., concert. Sing -along at "The Shelhigh school.
ter." Everyone urged to particicafeteria B.
La Mesa-Spring Valley city
pate.
Elementary School District (San TOMORROW:
Diego County): elementary, junior
Industrial Relations Club-Instihigh.
tute of Industrial Relations, 7 p.m.,
(Tulare TH55. Federal Mediation and ConExeter Nigh School
County): high school.
ciliation Service (FMCS) will perFountain Valley Elementary
School District, Huntington Beach
(Orange County): elementary.
FRIDAY:
Flowers
Evergreen Elementnry Selte..1
and
.511 inters less, %sill he held at
District, San Jose: elementary.
Corsages
the Placement Center, ADS1234.
Santa Maria Joint Union High
for all
Cheek at the center for time of
School 1Santa Barbara County):
Occsions
appointments.
high school.
CV 2-0462
10th & Santa Clara
Cardiac Union Elementary School TOMORROW:
Dist rict ( Los Angeles County I :
Hunts Foods: business adminelementary.
istration, liberal arts majors for
Bel I ev ue Union Elementary’ positions in sales management.
School District, Santa Rosa (SoPrudential Insurance Company:
noma County): elementary.
business, liberal arts majors for
Fillmore Union School District
positions in home office adminis(Ventura County): elementary.
tration - claims underwriting,
group insurance, methods and
planning. Positions in sales training -industrial engineering. Perhe manent visa required.
On-rampos
held tomorrow morning for sumThe Traveler,’ Insurance Commer camp positions with the San pany: all majors for positions as
Francisco Bay Girl Scout Council. casualty and life agency manageMinimum age for these positions ment trainee, group management
is 18 years. Jobs include camp trainee, can
t y underwriting
and unit directors, handymen, life management trainee. Citizenship
savers and recreation specialists. not required.
Interested students may sign
United Airlines: all majors for
up today at the Placement Cenpositions as stewardess. Citizenship
ter, ADM234, for appointments.
required.

Tering Arranged

0 Lost and Found (6)

Spartaguide

Arabic Class t".eefs
, Two Times a Week

SERVICES 18/

11====1111111

eacthng
Interviews

THE NEW

THE KAYDETTS ARE COMING
COMPANION IF) Icr EL.ri.pe needed

et/TO INSURANCE for students Cite
Valle!, 286-5386. 449 W San Carlos
TYPING
- Term paps thesis at,
’65 HONDA
-d. Just 240
elecrrie. 243.6313
a ’719. $190
TYPIST - Neat, fast, corrections made
Mrs O’Neill 377-7843
SEWING MACHINE
GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY - for young
RENTALS
woman with ner. Will train for credit 0:cl, up your renIa1 now, no delays verification or order dept. Contact per. only $5 a month. KNW Sewing Machine
sorrier mgr. Apply 441 Park Ave., Suite Cener 917 N. 13th. 286 5566.
5.
TRANSPORTATION 191
YOUNG MAN - Management trainee.
part time. Prefer business experience but
not required. $50 wk. to start. Apply 441 RIDE WANTED to Las Vegas. Spring
Pag An, SijIe 5 3.5 pin riAily.
Vacation. Cheri. 297-5977.
SELL HOLIDAY MAGIC
FURN.

at 7 in TH55.

PERSONA’S (T)

FT. SKI 80AT-45 by. Marc. Comp
295 9969. Steve.

BDRM.

mediation program tomorrow night

DOES YOUR rc,n,6
.ingle rooms 720 S II ri

Mad. 37R. 12
,11 pad. 294.2053

.

1-nt. of

.1.110 1’1,11’1.11 Nlislianutt and Conciliation Service ’FMCS) will give
a mock collective bargaining and

Song Girls

ALL OTHER CAR SERVICES
AT DISCOUNT PRICES

A DRAMA

wars. No least
2.) 327. Heated.
St.idio $69.50, crpts
SUMMER RATES
9-h. CV 20997.
A’T.ULTY ONLY
, FOR RENT - Tr
modern
br. 1.
bldg. en. 525 oar. wash -door.
CT 2.2518 bet. 12: al.tcr 6. _
Clean rms.. kitchen pile. Clone
MEN
.1t 728 S. 5th

WILL TRADE,

14

EXPERT
LUBRICATION

BDRM APT
$30 MONTH

59 CHEVY B’SCAYNE 283

SHOTCUN
t.1

The (Mice il ihe Dean
udents recently announced a limited
number of National Defense Student Loans are available for the
1965 summer sessions.
Students may borrow up to $300
if they attend the entire 10-week
session. They may borrow up to
$18) if they attend the six -week
session.
"Applicants ioust have attended
SJS full-time during the semester
or plan to attend hill-tlene during
fall semester, 1965, to be eligible
for a summer session loan," said
Donald Ft. Ryan, assistant to Dean
ot Students.
Applications are being received
for National De ( ense Student
Loans for the 1965-66 academic
year.
Applications and further information are available in ADM201.

T

San Joss

Ill Parking Lot Tirketx Pa/Mated

#7;44.6.:HOEG
N L IAN ANTONIO CY240911
Devnehmr Sarr

(Between 3rd and 4th)

PHONE 292-4313

